As an allemative to removing the pressure field in regularity arguments for slmng solutions of the 3D periodic NavierStokes equations, we show that if the pressure field P is assumed to .be uniformly bounded For all t in L'5n+r (e > 0). then the NavierStokes equations m,regular. The method of prwf uses a so-called 'laftice theorem' which gives a set of differential inequalities for the quantities HN,* =,IlDN&! (m 2 1). As a parallel result. this theorem also gives Serrin's L3+f regulariry result for the velocity field.
Introduction
The classical texts on the Navier-Stokes equations [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] have discussed the problem of 3D global regularity in great detail. Ladyzhenskaya's result [l] concerning the regularity of strong solutions; namely that the velocity field U must be assumed to be bounded in L4 to obtain regularity+, followed by Semn's reduction [31 of this assumption to I I u I I~+~, remind us how small yet how large the gap is between what must be assumed and what can be proved. In this type of work on strong solutions, it is conventional to remove the pressure field P, usually using a nonlocal projection operator (see [S, 6]), which necessarily forces any assumptions that must be made onto the velocity field. For the incompressible NavierStokes equations, on periodic boundary conditions, on the domain Q = [0, IId with U as viscosity and a zero momentum condition Jn U dx = 0 u , + ( u~V ) u = v A u -V P + f divu=O (1.1) Indeed, it is the solution of this equation for P which adds to the already great difficulties which are encountered in 3D computations of the Navier-Stokes equations. The pressure field 7
' does play a role, however, in partial regularity arguments for weak solutions. Papers by Foias, Guillope and Temam [SI, Shuwe [9] and Caffmlli, Kohn and Nirenberg [lo] have considered this. This paper, however, is not concerned with regularity results for weak solutions [&lo] but is concerned with how assumptions on the pressure field instead of the velocity field can be used as an alternative in providing estimates for strong solutions. Removing the pressure field and loading all assumptions onto the velocity field has no great merit in itself because Senin's I I U~I~+~ assumption has no obvious physical interpretation. Purely as a matter of' taste, it is equally possible to reverse the process by making no assumptions at all on U and then one can set about investigating the assumptions that need to be made on P which would give 3D regularity. This exercise has some value if the assumption which needs to be made on P turns out not to be too severe: for instance, if it could be reduced to llPlls needing to be uniformly bounded for all time with s not too high. From physical arguments (e.g. Bemouilli's equation), one might expect s = 1 to be the sharp result The main theorem of this paper, which will be proved in section 4, will show that if llPlls is assumed to be uniformly bounded for all t for s > 1518, then the 3D incompressible Navier-Stokes equations (1.1) are regular. While not quite sharp, this theorem means that we are close to the sharp result and that values of s can be chosen for which s < 2. This can be achieved through the use of the expression for A P from (1.2) in a GaliarhNirenberg inequality for the pressure which re-introduces the NavierStokes velocity field back into the problem at that point.
To prove this theorem, which is the main result of the paper, it is necessary to prove a subsidiary result, called a lattice theorem, which is proved in section 3. This generalizes the idea of what the authors have called a ladder theorem [I 11, first introduced in [12,13] for the complex Ginzburg-Landau equation. For clarity, this is explained briefly in the next section. Both the ladder and lattice theorems also give the regularity result, as they should if they are sharp.
Ladders and lattices

A summ~ry of the ladder structure
In [I 11 it was shown how a 'ladder' could be constructed which generalizes the bootstrapping idea [4,5] through which the velocity field in one Sobolev space can be controlled using the bounds on lower spaces. In this subsection we give a quick summary. Define a set of
D" is the usual notation for all derivatives of order n in d dimensions where n is a multi- Step 3.
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Thirdly, we show that VM, r E Pd
We h o w from (2.10) that (2.13) holds for r = 1. Assume (2.13) holds for r. Then (2.14)
GHM+r+l Ho where we have used (2.10). Hence (2.13) is true VM, r E M, by induction.
Step 4 To find absorbing balls for the HN we must find some control over either the llDullm or llullm terms and the next lowest rung of the ladder. To achieve this, the IIDuII, term or the llullm term can be bounded above using a Gagliardc+Nirenberg inequality [U].
IlDUll& < c H~+ I
H"-C7' 0 (2.18) we can peel off the HN+I from the central term using a Young's inequality to combine with the -UHN+I term and then appeal to (2.7). Indeed, this is the slightly sharper of the two altematives:
where we have absorbed a It is here where the ladder shucture shows that control over H I is a sufficient condition for a ball for all the H N but, as we have said earlier, this is by no means the weakest result. One of the classical results of NavierStokes analysis (see references in c3-51) is that the assumption that the velocity field'is uniformly bounded in L3+( is sufficient to show regularity. To achieve this from the ladder requires the following procedure. We not only use the ladder where we step along in gradients but also.step up in L p to form a 'lattice' which is, in effect, a WN,P-space although we keep only highest derivatives. Consequently, we define where m 2 1, for which we can prove the following theorem. Remark. The latter condition, AB K < 2, means that 3 K -6 3 2 K -6 2 m > -> -. IlAPll: < g/ l~i , j I r b j , i l r < HIJ (ii) Now simply take the rth-norm of both sides, and apply Cauchy's inequality, (3.16) and hence the result.
0
Remark. Note that we have assumed a divergence-free forcing function for clarity of argument only-we do not need to make this assumption; theorem 3 would still be correct (we simply get lower order terms in H N ,~) .
We can deal with the Ts-term as follows:
Using the Schwarz inequality and Leibnitz's theorem:
Next, we define (3.17) (3.18) (3.19) where i, j = 1,. .;, d; n = ( n l , n2. . . . ,nd). e = (el, &, . . . , td) are multi-indices.
(n -1) is also a multi-index (given in this forin for notational purposes only) such that
From the Leibnitz operation we mUSt have ti < (n -1)i. Vi. where a, = 3(m -1)/2(2m -1) and 4 = 3(r -2m)/2r and where we'must restrict ourselves to 1 < m < 2 when r = 4. Combining these two inequalities in our expression above for Tp, we find
(3.37)
If we now use a Young's inequality (multiply and divide by u3I8) to peel off the llDBmllz term in (3.37) and combine it with the Laplacian tem, then we obtain the IIDull4 lattice. IIDe+''~lIlp 6 CllD"ui l l~l l~i l l~~a We can now see that when N = 1, then we must have r = 4, independent of s, and further, for general N , if we chooset s = 4 then r is again exactly equal to 4 (independent of N ) .
With this choice, where a1 = (m + 6)/4Nm and 1 / N < a1 < 1 means that for N = 2 we must restrict ourselves to 1 < m < 2, and (3.56)
If we substitute (3.55) and (3.56) int5 the lattice (3.1) and look for the absorbing ball, we find that
I-+ I / N
H N -I .~ < CHN,,,, Ho,,,, .
It is also transparent from (3.57) that HO.3/2+r is the bottom point of this lattice.
Boundedness of ll'F1ls(s > 15/8) and regularity
We now come to the main theorem of the paper, the proof of which depends strongly on theorem 3. where we have used a GagliardeNirenberg inequality in 3D with a = 3[q -1]/2q. Since 0 < a < 1 we find that 1 < q < 3 which, in tum, implies that 6 must lie in the range m -1 -< 8 < m -l .
" 1 (4.7)
We see now that the pressure term becomes
We can peel off the l IDUI~IU[~("-" term using a Young's inequality and combine it with the same term from the Laplacian and then use interpolation on this term itself (d = 3)
We have now proved the lemma 0 Now consider the following four steps:
A. We know that if ~~u~~~ = H0.2 is controlled for all t then this is a sufficient condition for regularity [I]. This is also the conclusion that can be drawn from theorem 3 (3.2).
Note that this is also the conclusion of theorem 2. We also know that 1 1~1 1~ = H0.l is also controlled for all t. Next we appeal to lemma 3 using the value m = 2 to obtain Since 6 lies in the range 1/5 e 6 < 1 we find that any choice of s which satisfies s > 1S/8 will do. Hence the assumption that llPllr is bounded for all t is enough to control H0.2 Ilullj and hence give COD regularity.
